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About This Game

Moonpod's Starscape mixes old school arcade game play values with characterization and an involving plot to deepen the whole
experience.

With most of its crew missing and its weapons systems ruined, the space research station Aegis is all but lost. As the last
remaining pilot you must help rebuild the station's defenses, acquire alien technology and create your own uniquely configured

set of fighters. By mining the asteroids within the grid dimension, valuable resources can be harvested to fuel the Aegis's
molecular furnace to build devastating weaponry. Within the nodes of the grid you will encounter allies to aid in the struggle to

escape, uncover the terrible purpose of the evil Archnid race and learn why you and the rest of the crew were brought here.

Beautifully rendered 32bit colour graphics

800x600 resolution

Thumping music sound track and sound effects

Five different weapon technology threads to find and research, only the first is available in the demo

Five different zones to explore, only the first is available in the demo and the rest are much much bigger

Make alliances with friendly aliens and trade technology
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Direct and protect your space station as it fights alongside you

Create your own "garage" of unique space fighters tailored to your own specifications

Mine the asteroids, gather raw elements, research new technologies and build new items

Recover the missing drive components and rescue your missing crewmates before escaping "The Grid".
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Title: Starscape
Genre: Action, Indie, Strategy
Developer:
Moonpod
Publisher:
Moonpod
Release Date: 27 Mar, 2003
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I NOMINATED THIS GAME FOR:
THE \u201cTHE MOST \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665Y PROTAGONIST\u201d AWARD

seriously the main character is just horrible and unlikeable i couldnt play 20mins without wanting to shoot her

Update
Still\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665. Fantastically addicting. Best game to have minimized at work and reopen and play again
once no one else is looking.
Work Productivity: 0\/10
Work Satisfaction: 10\/10. I really can't play this anymore until some of the issues are fixed.

Graphics style is very nice,
enemy/friendly ai is not bad,
it runs well on my PC but it has a lot of things that need fixing.

It needs custom key bindings,
better aiming (it's ridiculously floaty and feels like its designed for an ipad),
better spawn rotation (enemies can spawn right in front of you),
Weapons need to feel more punchy (bigger bangs and better reactions from the ai when you shoot them)

3/10
It would be a fun game if it weren't for these problems and a few glitches.. This may be th best game to use when making
somebody try VR for the first time : It's simple, full of interactive elements and little secrets, runs really well, and since it
doesn't require to move a lot it doesn't require a lot of space.
Considering that the game is free it's really difficult to ask for more and there are no real reasons not to try it, so I really think
everybody with a VR headset should have this game in their library.. at least one and a half hundred hours worth of content.
Needs more Pigeon dating IMHO. How do I know how long my crops will take to grow BEFORE I buy and plant them?
Do my crops come back after I harvest? It looks like they should but they never seem to. (?)
Are there any actual goals in the campaign?
Where did the crops I just harvested go? Did I just get lost or did them actually bug out and disappear?
What are the basic crops and animals to start with, so I don't have to spend thousands $ and wait for 5483986 days to harvest my
first crops? Do I have to try them one by one with no prior knowledge whatsoever?

These and more are questions not answered by the tutorial and that I cannot answer in a fast, effective way. And I sure as hell
am not gonna try every option one by one to get that info.

Lots of micromanagement and long periods of just waiting and waiting. Ineffective buttons: it would be more useful if there was
one "feed animals" button and from there you could choose organic or antibiotics, instead of having several so you easily get
confused in the tiny button mess, click the wrong one (no confirmation) and decrease the value of your animals by mistake.

Oh and it's reaaaally boring.
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TL;DR: glitchy, unimaginative, boring as hell. Stay away from this.. Awesome game. Bring on the programming games!. I dig
puzzle-platformers, but what excited me even more about this fun game was the fact that it was deveoped by the people I know.

A long time ago, in a game jam (a game development event) far, far away, my team happened to be working at the desk next to
TeamTrap's, the team that developed Swaps and Traps. The devs probably don't know about it, but it was exciting for me to
watch them literally from the corner of my eye, while they were working hard on the very early prototype of Swaps and Traps.
It looked like something I'd enjoy playing. I didn't know them by then but I got to meet their awesome team later on. Years went
by, and one day, they decided to take the game mechanics of the early prototype and turn it into a more sophisticated
platformer. I played it around the time it was released, first quarter of 2018, and this review I'm writing now is mostly based on
my notes and what I remember from the experience.

Swaps and Traps is a challenging platformer with a unique mechanic. The way you see the world changes as you make progress.
Sounds corny, right? But I mean literally. You need to collect some keys, and every time you pick one up, a part of your
viewport is distorted. The world remains the same, but the way you see it is messed up. Left becomes up, right becomes down,
up and down are right and left, and many other variations. You are not sure which way to go. Also, there are a bunch of traps.
Be prepared to die. A lot. Swaps and Traps is not a piece of cake. Your neck will hurt from tilting it to the sides. You will get
annoyed, angry and confused. But don't worry, your struggle will be rewarded soon enough with sweet victory and a bunch of
achievements, even some for failing!

It's fair to say that I enjoyed the overall experience. I liked the challenge. I liked how the swapping mechanics were used
brilliantly in level designs. I liked how the traps spiced the challenge up. The levels are well-crafted and tested; everything is
neat and well-polished. Voice acting of the characters and their scripts are pretty entertaining and helps distract from the stress
of falling off an edge or getting squished under a giant and heavy whatever.

If you are looking for some tough challenge, I'd definitely recommend Swaps and Traps.
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very well done game with tought put into it, if this is where future of VR gaming is goingI'm in!. Yeah this is way overpriced,
but I bought it to support the amazing post-launch game support that Tripwire\/Antimatter games are known for. Keep up the
great work!. Just to much micromanagement for me, that does not add to gamedepth.. A good standard tower defense game.
Still requires a bit of polishing regardling the graphics but fun to play. Customising your towers is an important part of the game
and getting it wrong causes the level to fall apart quickly..
Good game to spend your spare time with your friends.

(-)
There are only few players playing this game so it's pretty hard to find people to play with. Tried to play this game in a Petco the
other day and got escorted out by security. They thought I only put one ferret down my pants though, so I got out of there with
four of those ♥♥♥♥ers for free! Man ferrets are ♥♥♥♥ing crazy and after what I experienced I can only assume that these
creatures see human taint as their biggest natural predator. They ripped me up real good and turned me into a human sock
puppet.

Hey did you know ferrets arew the only species in the animal kingdom that feel regret? In the case of this game, I'm pretty sure
all of those little ♥♥♥♥s regret being born in ♥♥♥♥ing Scotland, the only country where this♥♥♥♥♥♥won't get you a court
date. Then again in America we have a sport we like to call "is this cop gonna shoot me?" but much like basketball it's not for
white people, so hey I guess every country has its quirks!

Anyway thanks Petco for this new fur coat I just made, gonna wear it to my next crisis actor meet n greet at bohemian grove.
There's no ferrets in those wood so I'll just stuff a a wolf down my pants and see how long it takes to eat its way through my
body. LOL hail satan. This is literally I SPY: New Orleans with other minor puzzles involved. It's a point and click adventure. It
is okay.. This is a personal opnion also i got the version when early access came out i think so if your mad go hit your pillow

The game is bad in many aspects

- The models have no animations and are just one guy at all only change color
- Maps are dull and dont have that much inspiration at all
- You can get bored of it easily
- no dedicated servers only player servers called "rooms"
- maps are the most smallest ive seen ever
- sounds arent that good
- the annoying class spawn sound that have the SAME ACTOR EVERYTIME
- almost no more than 6 weapons
- not less than a few 5 to 15 maps i think

the only thing i can actually give a thumbs up in this is

+ a good logo
+ small variety of weapons so the game isnt that unbalanced like cod IW with its ♥♥♥♥♥torms of supply packs
+ 1,99 USD price

Thats all it looks like colonial marines but ♥♥♥♥♥ier

1.5/10

DO NOT BUY THIS EVER, BUY TOWER UNITE OR SOMETHING
. So far I'm enjoying this game, I've been recently streaming it on a streaming platform that's fairly new. I still get terrified of it
whenever I play it.. A E S T H E T I C R A P
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